ECONOMICS MINOR

Student _________________________ ID#________________________ Catalog Year____

Econ Core:

Econ 1 ___ Econ 2 ___ Econ 100A___ Econ 100B___ Econ 113___

AMS 5 ___ 100A Comp Exam___ 100B Comp Exam ___ 113 Comp Exam ___

Math Core: (choose one path)

Econ 11A___ Econ 11B____ OR
Math 11A____ Math 11B___ AND Math 22____ OR
Math 19A____ Math 19B____ Math 22____

Econ 2 ___ Econ 1 ___ AMS 5___ Math 11A____ Math 19A____

CORE Satisfied _________________

Need to complete_______________

**3 Upper Division Electives are required**

UD Electives Satisfied ____________

Need to complete _______________

Comments_______________________________________________

Reviewed by ____________________________________   Date___________________

rev. 1/28/11